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Bonded to an alien warrior. Hunted by a mad emperor. Trying to plan the perfect wedding.Talia felt

like she had it all. Sure she was technically a prisoner of war on an alien world, but she was also

head over heels for her sexy alien warrior. The only problem? Every alien on this strange new world

is out to get her, and it's really hard to plan a wedding when there are assassins lurking around

every corner!Jorav had learned to love again. Sure it was with a human, his sworn mortal enemy,

but no one ever said love was easy. Or that it had to make sense. Only there are those who

disapprove of his bond with a human. Powerful members of his society that will stop at nothing to

stop him and his human love.A crazed alien emperor hellbent on revenge. Pompous alien nobles

who want to catch them in their deadly games. Dangerous alien event planners who hike up their

prices the moment they learn they're working on a wedding. Talia knew she was signing up for

danger when she joined the Combined Interstellar Fleet, but she never expected anything like this!
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I love this series very much. The writing is well done and the story is very engaging; however, I feel

this one was cranked out perhaps a bit too quickly since there are a number of incorrect word



choices which sometimes lead to confusion as to what the meaning of a sentence should be. I very

much enjoy the strong and intelligent heroine who also possesses flaws which provide a richness in

character. So many of these types of stories are 2 dimensional, it's wonderful to find a writer who

brings to life the characters and an alien world with such depth.

This story seem to be going on and on with no end in sight. This book/portion was descriptive but

not entertaining. I am losing interest in the storyline. I hope the next installment is better. When will

we get to the HEA???

The story of Talia and Jorav continues from planning their bonding ceremony to the intrigue of high

society. The up and down of their relationship is fun and their continual struggle to overthrow the

emperor is met with betrayal and potential allies. The ending was a cliffhanger and I am so looking

forward to the next book. The author does a great job in creating a strong female lead though

reckless at times but always entertaining. I highly recommend the series, which you will need to

read in order.

I really liked this part of the story arc. Our heroine is so much fun and you won't expect to see what

happens to her in this part of the story. Let's say they get an unexpected ally who helps one of them

out of a bad situation.My normal tastes run to stories that complete in one book or have more

complex storylines in each book but CF Harris has me hanging on to each book to find out what

happens. Good job.

This t is the 3rd in the series of a human that had fought an Alien General and destroyed the planet

his wife and the Emperors wife. Years later the collide again and he captures her. They are then

bonded by the cruel Emperors which should have killed the human girl. But they ended up bonding.

This is a great series. Please read you will enjoy i

I love this series. Book 3 is my favorite so far. I have purchased all three books and very rarely

leave a review. The story of Talia and her general are so well written that it's like you are there with

them. I would highly recommend all three books and cannot wait for #4 to be released next month.

I loved the storytelling, but ... Grammar is an issue. The Jersey girl thing in the heroine is weird.

Anyways used in conversation among future humans and aliens? It pulled me right out of the story



and made it feel silly. I admit that I lost interest which is a shame.

The third book in the series leaves you wanting for more, to find out what happens to our favorite

couple. This author makes you feel right along with the characters and that is what a great author

should do - make you feel emotions while reading. Bravo on the third part of this series, I cannot

wait for more. If you haven't picked up this series, get it now...it will not disappoint!
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